
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET
Coba top



If the fabric chosen is very dry, you might get unwanted tucks when stitching. In this case you 
should pin the edges of the pieces to be stitched together with very little distance between 
the pins (choose small and thin pins, not the ones with plastic heads). The extra cloth should 
be spread evenly in between the pins. Be careful to also set the threads tension on your 
sewing machine correctly. If it is too tight, unwanted pleats might form. 
It is advisable to sew a draft before cutting the clothe in its final fabric. 

This information is given as a guide and should not be taken as contractual. 
Around 4 cm has been added to the fabric requirement, to avoid fabric shortage. 
Some fabrics shrink during the first wash, please make sure to check with the supplier before 
purchasing your fabric. 

Level: intermediate

Tailor chalk
A pair of fabric scissors
A pair of paper scissors
Pins
Threads and fabrics  

Satin cotton,cotton popelin, 
satin silk

Supplies, not included : 

Suitable fabrics : 

Wrong side 

Right side 

Right side 

Notch 

Size chart cm XS S M L XL

Chest round 

Waist round 

Hips round 

78-84 84-86 88-96 96-102 102-108

62-66 66-70 70-76 76-80 80-86

86-90 90-94 94-98 98-104 104-110



STEP 12

STEP 13 

Sleeve: Lay and pin the sleeve 
sides together and stitch right 
sides together. Do the same with 
the facing N 13. Then lay and pin 
the piece N 13 right side with 
wrong side sleeve and match 
markings AA and BB on sleeve and 
facing and stitch. 

Topstitch a seam at 1mm from the facing outside edge. 
To start fold the edge towards the fabric wrong side along the seam
(as stitched in step 9) then stitch. Don’t forget to set your sewing machine 
threads tension, to avoid getting 
unwanted pleats. 

Top stitch at 1 mm 
from the edge
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